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• Best answers for why I want to be a police officer –

Answer example no 1 –

A bad apple spoils the whole barrel. Just like that few bad people in
our society are dominating over good people , Goodness must be
protected . I want to join the police force so that I can do my duty as a
police officer to protect innocent people , to help needy ones and
contribute as much as I can , in making this world a better place to live
in .

Answer example no 2 –

I want to be a police officer to contribute to making a better and safer
society .Daily cases of  Mass shootings , road accidents , robbery ,
rapes etc have made common people insecure and worried about
their safety . There must be someone to whom they can look upon to
feel safe . The Police Force is the organization that has the
responsibility of internal security matters of a country and by joining
the police , I want to work towards the safety of the commons .

Answer example no 3 –

I want to be a police officer to stand for justice. It is well said that “
Injustice anywhere is a threat to Justice everywhere ” and I will make
sure that the criminals who commit crimes are served punishment and
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the suffering people and their families get justice . Police officers have
a very important job that is to do initial investigation and catch the
criminals , they are a ray of hope and a support to common people .
So , I want to be a police officer.

• Why do you want to be a police officer essay – ( 500 words essay )

Being a police officer is not like any other profession – upon their duty
depends whether a little child in a corner of the neighborhood will
sleep sound – upon their duty depends whether a woman can return
home safe from work at night – upon their duty depends whether an
elderly person can reach home from the bank without being mugged.
Police officers matter , their duty matters – not merely to mark them ,
but for those countless civilians who rely on their individual sense of
responsibility with their very life. Police officers are the lions that keep
all vicious predators away when it roams the neighborhood.

Police officers have a very important job to do in society , as
protecting is much harder than attacking . There are various types of
threats to a common man . Thieves , drunkards and all that type of
people who threaten the weak . For all the hard working simple people
who want to live a peaceful and happy life , police officers are the
guarantee of safety for them .

I remember the incident from my life that inspired me to become a
police officer. I was in my teenage years when a group of bad boys
used to bully me. One day I reported it to a very friendly police officer
in our neighborhood . He helped everyone in their times of need.
Every family in our neighborhood used to invite him to all the family
functions. Our whole neighborhood of 1700 people was like a family
for him .



He helped me too. He took the bullies to the police station and called
their parents. From then onwards , those bullies never tease anyone .
I also want to be like him , someone strong and just , to whom people
can trust .

I started physical training so that when the time comes for me to be a
police officer , I must be ready . The feeling of justice was already
inside me. Helping others always makes me happy as I myself was a
victim of bullying. I hate when I see bad people dominating over good
people and I want to change it .

Conclusion :-

We live in a very beautiful world and It is full of good and kind people
but there are several bad elements in the society that try to win over
the good and we must not let that happen .

Joining the police force has been my lifelong dream and I have
prepared for it for a long time . My parents would be very proud of me.
If I become a police officer further I would get the chance to help
people in their need , to stop and punish criminals and I could stand
for good in society .

I want to become a police officer , so that I could be powerful enough
to protect the good people and punish the bad people. I would stand
for justice and become someone , whom people can trust and rely
upon .


